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States for militia services ; which was laid on
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White
------ -_______ ____ ____ of the Se.ate. I ham and others ;SamV
the remonstrance of Daniel Brown
ments, ordered to be printed.
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Un EnSrossed Bi/te.—Messrs. Churchill, ; others; of Josiah Moulton and others; of -w->«
Philip
<Hld GIaqc llSCOntinue^ untl a arreara2es»are P
aidpaid.
1 amend the Judicial System of the Unifed Green, Scamman, Southwick and Kimball.
,Greeley
Greeleyand
andothers
others; ; of
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Thomas Jackson
Jackson and
and othothTxt
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»States.”
Samuel M. Pond appeared, was qualified ers 5 of I°seph Neally and others ; of A. RichardMr. Mitchell, of Tennessee, and Mr. Bu- and took his seat.
anTd °ier!i pf Ansel ^Lathrop and^ others;
James Leach and others; of Timothy Chase and
l yoodbargfi
—_______________ - •
j chanan of Pennsylvania, occupied the atten-.
On motion of Mr. Williams—
UJ
others; of Phinehas Ashmun «««
and others *; U1
of ^
Benj.
LED,
^Insior Nineteenth congress............ first session. \ tion of the committee between two and three
Ordered^ That so much of the Governor’s !Shaw and others; Sam’l. Merrill and others; of

)IU Ware AMUiUtf States
....

- ■•„ ■!„
: hours, but .before the latter gentleman had message as relates to the North-eastern boun-, Horaoo Alden and others ; the remonstrance of
SENATE.
| concluded his remarks, the committee rose dary, Public lands, and doings of the Com- :r’aniel Gn„a,n<? otbers ’ “f JosePh Moo‘,y and
tn.*. >». rU
a
• °tners; of John Wellington and others ; oiSylvanus
TTTP
s The Senate did not sit on Friday, 6th inst. on motion of Mr. Webster, reported progress, mi’ecin^Cti’
re^ei*'i Waterman and otl^r^j Ansel Lathrop and others;
PM v
i and I Cleave to sit a<ain.
red to
Committee on Sfatc Lands.
W'm. Hilton a«d others ; of J®sse Gould and Ch
W,&C.
MONDAY, JAN. 9.
So much as relates to the Deaf and Dumb ers; San/1. Clark and othefs; Df Thomas Merrill
- jo, 182j.
Mr. Lloyd, of Mass, from the Coftimittee
TUESDAY, JAN. 1G.
be referred to Messrs. Stebbins and Francis and others ; Stephen S. Crofiby and others ; of Pe
rez Ellis andothers; of Henry Barte and others;
Several resolutions
Resolutions were suomiuea,
submitted, but
kTij K Tc-fc
commerce, to wnom
several
out lit11c- to be joined with the House.
Commerce,
whom was reierred
referred that :
of Sam’l Chesley ; of Nathan Turtelot. together
President’s message relating to ? tie business of importance- was definitively
So much as relates to the State Arsenal with the remonstrances of John Dennis and others ;
irr r
'
'e subject, made a report, accompanied by I acted upon.
> and militia be referred to the joint Committee of Solomon Eaton and others; of James Maloon and.
rece-° J^ir8t^bill “ in addition to an act, entitled 4 An act j
JUDICIARY SYSTEM.
uu luuuary ^udirs.
others, were severally read and referred in concur
on Military Affairs.
CHOCOT ATverbiMncerning discriminating duties of Tonnage | On motion of Mr. Webster, the House aSo much as relates to the State Prison be rence with the House.
The Petitions of Stephen Parsons; of Simon
Kpressed f
ld ImP0St i” whick was twice read, and, ’ gain went into committee of the whole, Mr. referred to Messrs. Dunlap and Prime, to be
Nowell and others ; of Joseph Leland and others;
i i‘°ra head'““Wth
the
report
and
statements,
ordered
to
be
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the
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to
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the
House.
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. ,ante(^’ an^
bill made the order of ,the. ! amend the
and others; of John Wilson and others; of John
Und lllodioijjiy for Monday week.
I; Mr. Buchanan again
p
took the^ floor,\ ^and < Thompson, Isaac Lane and oth^i’s, and Dan- McIntire and others ; selectmen of Richmond ; of
Benj. Morrill, Jr. and others ; Nathan Elden Jr. ;
Sy *
j
The further consideration of the bill reía- í continued for some timeJn
favor of the
bill.
*
"
; iel Cony and others were severally read and
of Wm. Weymouth and others; of Winthrop Hill
Mr. Mangum, of N. C. afterwards took the < referred*
Tg to vessels employed in the coasting trade ;■
aud others ; John McIntire and others; Josiah EL
i floor, in favor of the motion to strike out the *
---------------- --- .^id fisheries postponed to Monday next,
Barnard and others ; Joseph Parsons and others ;
first section of the bill. After speaking for a*
Ephraim Low and others ; Nahum Smith and oth
TUESDAY, JAN. 10.
bout an hour, he gave way for a motion for
Joseph Howard,' Senator elect from the ers ; P. Harmon and others; Simon Nowell and
TUESDAY, JAN. 10.
others, were severally read and referred.
is about at a close, the
^an Buren, from the Committee on the committee to rise ; when the committee County of Oxford, appeared, was qualified
Orders of notice were granted on the petitions of
rcse, reported progress, and obtained leave to •and’ took
1 his
’ • seat.
Tsons having anydemé'e Judiciary, to whom the subject was refer- rese,
John Storerand others; of Jona. Young and oth
a,rneQ^<?r
and^d, reported a bill to annul “ An act concern- sit again ; and the House adjourned.
The petitions of inhabitants of Montville ers ; of the Town of Denmark.
ne Subscriber are rtqnsjg wrecks and wrecked property,” pas$ed by
Plantation ; of Ich’d Warren and others; of
WEDNESDAY Sc THURSDAY, JAN. 11th & 12th.
Friday, jan» 13.
neglected71 to^efi6 ^°vernor an(^ Legislative Council of the
The General Appropriation Bill, for the year the Selectmen of Gray ; of Christopher At
Mr. Holland, Senator from Oxford, appeared»
t year, after the tjerr^tory
Florida ; which was read, and 1826, went through two readings.
kinson and others^ of Joseph Ireland, refer was qualified, and took his seat.
e will notice! apgty'Jssed to a second reading.
| A resolution was agreed to, instructing the Com red from the last Legislature; of Robert
Several petitions were read and committed pray
cept themselves, iftheyi The bill “ further to amend the judicial mittee on the Judiciary, on the subject of providing Wentworth and another,, a Committee of the ing for a Bridge across Sheepscot river, at Wiscas
set.
for the payment, by the United S ates, of costs in
■ with an Attorney fot^stem of the United States ; and
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Petition of Elijah Morse was taken from the files
J not prevented by it
for altering the time of holding curred by Defendants,
the judgment is renderedfor ers, presented to the last Legislature; ofLivi and committed.
ted States, in vvhich
i
Whitman with the accompanying papers, taRALPH
session
Supreme Court of the Ü. the Defendants.
James Russell and another, Selectmen of New
> e ffl
- es . of Henry'W? Fuller
~ ..
Mr. Mangum in opposition, and Messrs. Wick *fcen f,rom tft
andl Portland, Henry W Fuller and others John Dennis
hates,” were severally-read a second time,
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.
her continues togivend, on motion of Mr. Van Buren, were post- liffe of Ky. Dorsey of ÍVfd. and Williams of N. C. in others, praying t© be incorporated by the and others, Stephen S. Crosby and others, William
Howard and others, and the Journeymen Cordwain’a.nd'V!iI8ivcas^0ned to, and made the order of the day, for favor, spoke at s >me length on the Judiciary Bill.
Mr. Phelps, of Con. introduced a joint resolution, name of the “Kennebec Mill Dam Associa ers of Portland, had leave respectively to brine in
^^kaSk any .Wednesday the 18th inst.
of Joseph Adams and others, for an al Bills. '
proposing an amendment to the Constitution, in re tion
e ig or utfj
Senate then proceeded to consider, as lation to the election of President and Vice Presi teration in the Charter of Canal Bank ; of.
The committee on the Judiciary was instructed
------------ ---------- committee of the whole, the bill “ for the dent, which was read and ordered to be printed.
Samuel Seavy; of Lydia Allen and others; to inq uire into the expediency of amending the laws
Resolutions were adopted on motion of Mr. Cook,
relative to work houses and houses of correction.
npT'Ti/^ÍWvey of a route for a canal between the AtA committee w^s appointed to inquire into the
Illinois, on the Subject of ascertaining and fixing of William Gilmore ; of Jonathan Whitney ;
111
gnd ,bc Gdf of Me2.:ico<
.
Boundary of the State i>f fUinoM
on . of Jamoi MusMl and another ; of Jonathan expediency of fixing on a compensation for the
^partnership Robehí After, a few remarks from Mr. Johnston, of motion of Mr. Kremer, of Pennsylvania, to prevent Tucker and another, for the incorporation of Sheriffs of the several Counties, and regulating tljeiR
s wi ,n ™ture bHiQH. tbe kill was referred to the committee plaintiff or defendant in a case put down for trial, the Manufacturers’ Candì Company were fees and those of their deputies.
from continuing the same unless sufficient cause
I Roads and Canals.
SATURDAY, JAN. 14.
shall be shown for such continuance :—on motion of severally referred.
& an The Senate then spent two hours in the Mr. Garnsey, of New-York, relative to the estab
Leave to bring in Bill was granted to Bachelor
On motion of Mr. Scamman, it was
»ale a general ásíDrnS^eratión of Executive Business, andt af- lishment of a Circuit Court in the Northern District
Ordered, That Messrs. Scamman and Churchill, Hussey and others.
Petition^ of proprietors of East Meeting House in
of New-York ; and on motion of Mr. Scott, of Mis- with such as the House may join, be a Committee to
sourL on the subject of erecting an Arsenal at or take into consideration the expediency of altering an Minot, of Robert H. Gardiner and others for the in
near St. Louis, Missouri.
act entitled
an .act authorizing a Lottery for the corporation of a Canal Comfiany. of William Wood
'k
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY, JAN. 11th & 12th.
yXF1F
The bill to annul the act of the Legislative Counbenefit of the Cumberland and Oxford Canal,” passed bury and others for the incorporation of a Marine
’ il of the Territory of Florida, respecting Wrecks,
Feb. it, 1823, and “and an act additional thereto, Railway Company in Portland, were severally read
and committed.
ash, Ship Timber,^as ordered to be engrossed for a third reading.
passed Feb. io, 1824* entitled, “an act for the preven
Order of Notice was granted on petition of Syms
IN SENATE.
"he bill from the House of Representatives, to aution of Lotteries not authorized by law and to prohib
it the sale or purchase of Lottery Tickets in this State/* Gardiner and others, of Pelatiah Haley and others
íf,
12,1925. lor’se the Legislature of Ohio» to sell certain Land,
MONDAY, JAN. 9.
for a Registry of Deeds at Topsham, of Christopher
, . t
rp- ,eretof</re appropriated to the use of Schools, un
An order passed directing the Secretary of passed March 15, 1821, and an act additional thereto, Atkinson and others, and of William Lowell.
ited to James liMerwent some discussion ; and vyas laid on the tapassed, Feb. 10 1823, and likewise to take into con
Several Bills passed stages.
tave become due,arene. The objection urged was, that Congress had no State to notify the Counsellors elect, and re sideration the expediency of laying a duty upon the
,
ontrol over the subject; having, by the compact quest their attendance forthwith.
venders of Lottery Tickets.
MONDAY, JAN. 16.
iving its assent to the admission of Ohio into the
On motion of Mr. Dunlap—
Mr.
Kimball,
from
Hancock,
appeared,
was qual
,______ .
Jnion. granted all its right and title to the state.
Ordered, That the “ Bill to incorporate the
WEDNESDAY, JAN* 11.
ified before the Governor and Council, and. took his
Ji 7 A’ I The bill to prevent desertion in the Army, and General Hospital of Maine” which was reMr. Butman, Senator elect from Penobscot seat.
LflHlhr other purposes, was after cbnsiderable discusBill to incorporate East Machias, West Machias,
fered from the last Legislature be taken from county, appeared, was qualified? and took fiis
1
ion, ordered to its last reading, by a vote of 26 to
and Machias Port, passed to be engrossed.
¡7 1-/J»
-• The other business was not important.
the files of the Senate and committed to Mess seat.
Joseph Adams and others, praying for an altera
rs. Green and Churchill with such as the. Petitions of Wm- ».auumy
wuj. tion in the Charter of the Canal Bank, had leave to
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i.ers
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/^ Seavey ; of Hem
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Currier ; of Nehemiah Glass
Glass ; of James Pomroy
Pomroy ; of
ALSO,
The discussion of the Judicial bill was rerr,
, L
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. A
Currier
MONDAY, JAN. 9.
lhe annual Report ot the state 01 the james Lawrente; of David Seavy; of Jordan Spenorfs Billies Jibumcd in committee of the whole, when Mr. rr
------- -- -------------:..„i read, and committed cer; of Daniel Brown ; of Simeon .1
... ; of Ebenr.
Treasury
was received,
Nowell
An order was received from the Senate ap
Is have been Ofcedfccef’ of Virginia sustained with much ato Messrs. Parsons and Churchill, to be joia- C. Wilder and ethers; of George Dyer and oth pointing the Joint Standing Committees on
ias exceeded the
th6 motion he had made on the preceders ; of Sylvanus Andrews; of Jacob Davis and their part, and requesting the concurrence of
ed by the House.
oprietor, which fing day, to strike out the first section of the
others ; of Benj. Prescott and others; of Loyal
JOINT STANDING COMMITTEES.
ist Brown and others ; of George Leonard and the House. [Nee Senate.]
vledgementof tbehl J
He was succeeded by Mr. Mitchell, of
On Literature and Literary Institutions— others; of Eus. Weston and others ; of Jacob Da
The Speaker announced his appointment of
ji A'fr ? ,n* wk°, after proceeding some time in deMessrs
Dunlap
and
Pond
of
the
Senate,
and
vis
and
others
;
of
Elizabeth
Smith
;
of
Caleb
Gil

the
following standing Committees of the
y esteemed ^^fence bf the bill, was compelled by hoarseness
man and others ? of Joseph Kelsey and others; of House
Fessenden, Wingate, and Kavanough.
safe and ^sovereign 0 postpone his further observations—The
On State Lands.-—Messrs. Williams and John Appleton ; of Jonathan Tucker; of Thomas
On Pay Rolls.'—Messrs. Pierce of Greene^ Hole
s in ’the head, stomach am mittee then rose,
Hodgkia^
Syms Gardner and others; of Isaac
of Norway, and Lord, of Kennebunk port.
Pond, Hutchinson, Chandler and Davis.
Hodsdbn
;
or
Oliver
Sewall
and
another
;
of
Oliver
of appetite» dizzte The other business of the day consisted
On County Estimates.—Messrs. Johnson, of Bel
On Incorporation of Towns.—Messr§. Green Sewall | of Bachelder and others ; of Joseph Young
ieV are likewise an Jc at efly of the usual routine reports and resolufast, Hazeltine of Searsmont. and Quinnam of Wis
and Elden, Delano, Chase and Butler.
and others; of Timothy Furguson and others ; of casset
5es, removing ^tions.
On incorporation of Parishes and other Re , Bachelor Hussey and others; of Wm. Pingree and
On Finance.—Messrs. Adams of Portland, Quin
inn" restoriBR?lo% Á I0ng ffte resolutions which were agreed
ligious Societies, Ministerial and School Lands. others; of Jonathan Young and others ; of Asa Cole nam of Wiscasset, and Cummings of Paris.
and others ; of Smith Baker and others; of Davis
labits. They are^!0
one W ^r* Verplanck, of New-York,
On Bills of 3d Reading —Messrs. Benson, of Chi
—Messrs. Francis and Wilson, Cobb. Warren, Libbey and others ; of Wm. Hammett and others ; of
d hours, thattheyMinstructing the Judiciary Committee to inquire
na, Eveleth of Windham, Clark of Hollowell,
and
Stone.
Calvin
Gorham
and
others
;
of
Robert
P.
Dunlap
and
it any time of thedj into the expediency of passing a law for the
Warren of Palmyra, and Jewett of Bowdoinham.
On Interior Fisheries.—Messrs. Parsons and others ; of John Storer and others; of Wm. Lowell;
On Engrossed Bills.—Messrs. Abbot of Vassal•anee of business. mOre effectual security of copy-rights to auof John Dickinson and others ; of Jonathan flill and boro’. B urne of Kennebunk, Evans of Gardinerp
Kimball, McKown, Kimball, and Pillsbury.
1effeCt±ptf‘,horsand Proprietors,
others—were severally read and together with the re
On Turnpikes, Bridges, and Canals.—Mess monstrance of John Dennis and others ; of Solomon Hall of Camden, and Humphrey of Gray.
lany otne p i
On motion of Mr. Webster, the Clerk was
On Change of Names.—Messrs. Briidgham, of
rered with a checj | ordered to report the number of the copies óf rs. Prime and Holland, Dunn, Rollins, and Eaton and others; of James Maloon and others, were Leeds, Woodbury of Minot, and Ricker of Water.Gowan.
referred
in
concurrence
with
the
House.
borough.
id Samaritan, ,anob the Journals of the House, from the commence
On Applications for manufacturing Compa
On Leave of Abscence.—Messrs. Burr of Litch
Order of the Senate that the Judicial Com
ment of the present form of Government to
field, Poland of Standish, and Sarhpson of WaldoALSO,
p^the end of the thirteenth Congress.—The ob- nies.—Messrs. Southwick and Scamman, mittee be instructed to inquire into the expe borough.
Spring, Coburn, and Bent.
diency ofi amending the Criminal Gode so
JaundlC^
ject of this resolution is to obtain a re-print of
petition# were presented and re«
On Banks and Banking Institutions.—Mes that criminals now punishable with death, ferSundry
pgjU
early Journals, which are now become
srs. Churchill and Williams, Howard, Mowry, may b,e punishable by confinement for life,
e above iaepH’ p'ery scarce.
and Roberts.
was passed, and sent down for concurrence.
TUESDAY, JAN» 10«
;|ls by N.
------On Militia and Military Affairs.—Messrs.
-by the
MONDAY, JAN. 9.
On Motion of Mr. Holt it was^
Campbell and Butman, Chase, Webber and
THURSDAY, JAN. 12.
ome persons
^reat numker of petitions were presentPetitions of Sam’l Lord and others; of John Den
.Emery.
Ordered, That the Committee on the Judiciary
jeorgia.
and ¡nqulr¡es instituted.
On applications from sick and wounded Sol nis and others ; of Nathaniel Lefavor and others ; be instructed to inquire into the expediency of ex
Elisha Douglass ; of Moses Springer, Jr. and oth
______ The speaker laid before the House a comdiers.—Messrs. Duncan and Howard, Brag- ers ; of Soiomon Eaton and others; of Jonathan empting from attachment, execution and distress»
all bread-stuff and provisions exclusively designed
T||nC]011| munication from the Department of War, in don, Riggs and Morrill.
iMcKenny ; of Casco Bank; of George Shaw and for the use of families, and that they report by bill
S
. ■ answer to a call of the House, stating the
On the Judiciary.—Messrs. Stebbins and others; of Pelatiah Haley and others; of Sam’l or otherwise.
ru^es which. have governed
that Department
The petition of Bradbury Emerson, and others,
.-------------------------- i •Dunlap, Longfellow, Boutelle, Deane, Abbot, Gould and others ; of Joseph Ireland ; the remon
strance of Wm. Drummond; Petitions of Jonah for an act, fixing all the Judicial Courts in York
:c___________ In the r
-’settlement
of claims ef the several and Alden.
Spaulding and others ; of Jesse Page and others ; of
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County at Kennebunk, was read and referred to
Messrs. Benson of China, Richardson, of Jefferson
andPilsbury of Eastport.
Petitions of Jacob Davis and others to be incorpo
rated into a body politic for the purpose of erecting
a Bridge across the Kennebeck at Gardiner,
Of Jonathan Tucker for an allowance of School
money,
Of Elizabeth Smith of Limington for leave to sell
certain lands.
Of Simon Nowell and others, to be incorporated
into a Distillery Company,
Of Daniel Brown, for a grant of Land,
were severally read and referred to appropriate
committees.
Mr. Pierce of Green,. offered an Order authori
zing the Secretary of State to Contract with some
person or persons to do the State printing for the po
litical year, in the manner and on such terms as he
may deem most advantageous to the State. On
motion of Mr. Evans, of Gardiner, this order was
laid on the table.
So much of the Governor’s Message as [relates to
the Deaf and Dumb, was referred to Messrs. Steb
bins and Francis of the Senate, and Messrs Fessen
den, Scamman and Dwinelof the House.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 11.

The committee on the Judiciary was in
structed to inquire what alteration is necessa
ry in the law concerning the legal settlement,
employment, removal and support of the Poor.

and their Deputies, was referred to Messrs. Smith
of Newfield, Parcher of Saco, and Pierce of Greene.
Resolve relative to the State Printing, giving
authority to the Secretary cf State to procure the
Printing to be done on the most advantageous terms
to the State, was read and passed.
To incorporate a Society for the relief of the Pe
nobscot Indians.
Additional act to prevent mischief by fires.

Suck sacrifices are the demonstrations j
It consisted of 14 frigates, 14 corvettes, 42
brigs, ten fire ships, and 48 European and heroism.
Such principles . as actuate the&
Turkish transports, with the steam boat pack- the peculiar attributes of the disinterested /
etLondon Engineer ; purchased by the Vice triot, the citizen of the world, the BenefaciJ
roy and carried 8000 disciplined infantry, of Mankind.
and 1000 Turkish cavalry. The expense of
Devoid alike of the inclination and capacif?
the expedition to the Viceroy is estimated at to detain you by a parade of sentiment as
fifty millions of piasters, or according to mer meaning probably as verbose, we will not,jfj
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 18.
cantile computation, to 100,000 bales of cot conclusion, prove so regardless of your com.
Bills in Stages.—To incorporate 1st Baptist So ton □
fort as to state that the idea of separation
ciety in Newcastle.
A private letter article, dated Rome, Nov. conveys that of unalloyed regret. The
To incorporate the Benevolent Society of Bow10th states, that the United Qreek fleet under mediate prospect of ja home aud its enjoy,
doin College.
In addition to an act to incorporate the Canal Miaulis, Sachturi and Canaris, consisting of meats that await you, in no small degree alfo
Bank.
65 vessels of war, and a large number of fire viates the sense of deprivation we should J
To incorporate the Waterford Canal Corpora ships, had fallen in with the Turco-Egyptian erwise sustain.
tion.
fleet a short distance from Alexandria, and af
Wishing you healthy prosperity, , and that’
To divide the South Parish in Augusta.
' Establishing the Buxton Academy.
ter a sanguinary conflict, succeeded in taking peace which a heart such as yours can ap.
Bills enacted.—-To incorporate a Society far
and dispersing the whole fleet. No Mate is preciateyWe bid you a sincere, affectionate!
benefit of the Penobscot Indians.
given.,
and heartfelt adieu—confidently trusting ¿J
To incorporate the Morning Star Lodge.
Letters from Hydra, mention, that the the Brandywine’s trip to Franye, may J
Additional act respecting the United Marine and
Viceroy of Egypt had ordered his fleet to prove the last act in the drama of a Nation’s
Fire Insurance Company in Portland.
destroy that island, in consequence of the at Gratitude.
SENATORIAL—Continued from first page* tempts of its fire ships to destroy his fleet be s EL S. Frigate Brandywine,
fore his eyes and that defensive measures,
Off Havre, Oct. 6th, 1825*
TUESDAY, JAN. 17.
Petitions of Samuel Wood and others be iw>r- were making to give them warm reception.
To
which
the General made the follow
porated by the name of the Winthrop Manufactur
verbal
reply
s—
ing Company ; of Ichabod Goodwin and others,
FRANKFORT, NOV. 1 2.
« My dear young friends i I am unable fe}
that all the Courts in the County of York raa-y be
Letters from St. Petersburgh mention that express my feelings towards you. Before]
located at-Kennebunk : and of George Erskine and
others for a revision of the law relating to the so the Emperor Alexander has announced hk had the pleasure of your acquaintance, I coJ
lemnization of Marriages, were severally read and intention to extend his pacific policy into
sidered k an honor to belong to the Uno/
referred to their appropriate committees.
The two Houses met in Convention at 22’ o’clock Greece, and shut the gate of Janus in every States7 Navy-—since then my knowledge of
this day to choose a Counsellor for the district of pait of Europe.
you as individuals has added to my adwihJ
Hancock in the place of Joseph Shaw, who had de
tion of the chivalry of your profession, and*
clined—the votes were for Samuel Whitney 125,
LONDON, NOV.
rendered
1 sanguine my expectations of its fu.
Aaron Holbrook 2, and Daniel Merrill 1, —and Mr.
The croakings' which were occasioned by tore achievements-. Your country has reaWhi-tney was declared duly elected,
the tour of the Emperor of Russia to his south son to be proud of you. I part from you with
ern provinces, for the review of his army in regret—-but should your duties or inclinations
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 18.
A letter was received from Samuel Whitney ac those parts, agreeably to constant usage, have
bring you again to France/remember that la
cepting the office of Counsellor.
ceased, since it is fijund that his- Majesty has Grange is the home of every AmericamPetitions of Jonas Clark, Judge of Probate for the
county of York, for ah increase of salary ; of Benj. returned to his Capital, and is busily em Farewell.”
Nason and others, praying to be incorporated by the ployed in establishing the arts of Peace and
name of the Quamphegan Manufacturing Com Prosperity. The most perfectly good under
MAXÜ ASTXCXÆS.
pany ; of Washington Remich of Kittery to be standing exists between the Cabinets-of Rus
annexed to Eliot; of John Chamberlain and oth
■
FRANKFORT, DEC. 17.
ers for a law exempting Friends from Milit ary duty ; sia and Great-Britain.

On notion of Mr. Fessenden from the committee
on contested elections, an order was passed request
ing «he opinion of the Justices of the Supreme Court’
on the following questions, viz. “ Has a town, hav
ing a right to choose a Representative, the power
to wave that right, and vote not to choose a Repre
sentative, and would such vote bind the minority in
such town ?” and “ Have towns and plantations,
classed into Districts for the purpose of choosing
a Representative, a right to send a Representative,
when a majority of the towns or Plantations have
voted not to send one ?”
Petition of Stephen Kimball, in behalf of Penob
scot Canal Corporation, for a Tottery.
Of Moses Springer Jr. and others, complaining
of the character and conduct of Pedlars, and pray
ing they may be prohibited from vending their wares
throughout the State.
OfIona. Tucker and John Spring of Saco, pray
ing that they and their associates may be incorpora 
ted by the name of the Saco Manufacturer’s Canal
Company.
CIPIL WAR.
of Seth Spring and others, for a revision of the Law
Were respectively read and committed.
to Sheriffs: of Hannah Lincoln and David
PARIS, NOV. 20.
It will be perceived by the report of a com
Lotteries. Messrs. Scamman and Churchill of relating
Andrews,
The Greek Committee at Geneva has al mittee of the House of Representatives, in a
the Senate, and Messrs. Boutelle, Slemmons and
Bill “ to incorporate the General Hospital of ready purchased 1000 muskets, and various
Hastings of the House, were appointed a Committee Maine,
preceding column, that the first act of a civiH
was read a second time and referred.
to inquire in'o the expediency of altering the several
other articles, which will be immediately sent war has already been perpetrated, in the load
STATE
PRINTING.
actii which have been passed, regulating lotteries,
ing,____
and preparing, a quantity of the
The following resolve came up from the House, to the Government a-t Napoli di Romania.
and the vending of lottery tickets in this State.
A literary paper published at Toulouse, arms, for the purpose of resisting some antick
An order passed, that the House will have but and having been read, was, on motion of Mr. Scam
states that Mons. Ferius, formerly director of pated proceedings of the IJouseof Represent
one session each day, commencing at half past nine man, committed to a Select Committee.
Resolved, That the Secretary oftkatebe authori the school at Sorrcze, has just received: from ' "
o’clock in the morning, till otherwise ordered.
■’ of
*.
tatives, or *'its committees, and11
the execution
zed to contract for the printing necessary to be done
the
Government
of
Hayti,
the
sum
of
1*50,000
an order of the court of appeals. We confi» ■
for one year, the accounts to be laid before the next
THURSDAY, JAN. 12.
francs, as a recompense for the. service he dently trust,.however, that this first act, will!
The petition of Thomas Merrill and others, of Legislature for allowance.
rendered the young Haytiens educated in b® the fast ; the preparation has been discov-l
Portland, for the grant of a Lottery, for the purpose
r.H'PtRSDAT;, JAN. 19.
of building a- Bridge over Back Cove’ to connect
that school while he was at the head of it.
ered, the guns discharged and replaced ir/The Senate reconsidered the vote bv which they
Portland and Westbrook, was I'ead- and referred.
their
former peaceful corners ; and it is not
refusedapassage to the Bill “to ineorporate the
MADRID; NOV. 10.
Maine General Hospital, and refer»^ it
doubted but the disputes with which this state
i M TD A Y, J AN. 13.
‘Commi^ee.
'
,
’
i I’ob’ricady spexklng, the utmost tranquility
doomed to be vqxed another year, will, in the
York County Courts The petition of Nahum
On motion of Mr.
it was
reigns in all parts of the kingdom^ The Con- bourse of that time, be settled by the u moral *
Morrill and others, praying that the Courts in York
Ordered, That the Committee on the ludi^iary be sulative Junta pursues its labours, and we ex
County may all be located at Kennebunk, had. instructed
force” of the country. If there are any who
to inquire into the expediency of so
in concurrence with the Senate, been referred
pect every day the decree which, it is said, on reflection, still feel disposed to u stand to '
amending
the
act
of
granting
licences
to
Retailers
as
to the committee on the Judiciary. Mr. Hutchinson,
will1 augment' the number of members of that their arms,” we would recommend to them to
of Hartford, moved that the vote be reconsidered, to prohibit those persons licensed to retail merchan
dize from selling liquors to be drank in their stores -Junta, as well as. the number of th® Counsel peruse that part of the history of Massachu- {
for the purpose of referring the petition to another or
shops.
lors of Stale, Those measures have been de setts, which, relates to the deeds and disconr
committee. After some debate, in which Mr.
On motion of Mr. Scam man,, it was*
Hutchinson,. Mr. Benson, of China, Mr. Bontelle of
termined
on from the necessity which is felt fiture of those famous relief men Danid
That the returns of votes, returned to
Waterville, and Mr. Smith, of Newfield, took part, theOrdered,
Secretary of S’tete in pursuance of a resolve to administer remedies promptly and once to Shays and his associates.
Commentator.
the motion prevailed, and the petition, together with
several others on the same subject, was referred to submitting to the people of the County of York, the the numerous evil that afflict the Monarchy,,
a select committee of five, to be joined by the Sen two questions,. “~ls it expedient that all the Judicial and which demand the co-operation of all the
FRANKFORT, KEN. DEC. IL
Courtsand County Offices in that County» be held
ate.
enlightened men in. the kingdom.
ANOTHER CALAMITY.
in
one
place,
”
and
if
so,
“
shall
that
place
be
Alfred
Several petitions praying- that Ellsworth, in the
Kennebunk,” be committed to tlw" Committee/
While the House of Representatives was
county of Hancock, may be. made a shire town, were or
FREETOWN, (AFRICA) AUG. 27.^
who have under consideration the petitions of that
in session on Monday evening last, the spa
read and committed.
County on the subject of the removal of the Courts.
We understand that very large caravans of cious building occupied by them was discovThe committee on the Judiciary was instructed to
Gold Merchants are daily arriving, and that ed to-be on fire. It was near the comb of the
inquire into the expediency of modifying the law rel
ative to work houses and houses of correction.
FOREIGN NEWS
the quantity of gold in the colony at present, roof, and in a few* seconds the roof was in a
The two Houses in Convention at half past twelve
is much greater than it was ever known to be blaze* All attempts to arrest it, were, from
[By
arrivals
in
New-York
frc<i
Liverpool
—
London
o’clock ; Hom Daniel Wood. William Chadwick,
the first moment, perfectly idle. Most of the
Joel Wellington and Jonathan Thayer, Counsellors dates to the 30th November^ many days latest have at so-early a period.
elect, came inland took the oaths required by the been received.}
papers and furniture, and Lafayette’s portrait,
Constitution to enter on the duties of their office.
were'saved; but so rapid were the flames,
ADDRESS TO LAFAYETTE;
The Convention then proceeded to the choice of
PARIS, NOV. 24.
that
the whole interior of the building was, m
a,Treasurer of State ; the whole number of votes
AFFAIRS OF GREECE, &c.
The following Address was presented by
given was 158 ; Elias Thomas, Esq. had 157, and
We (Etoile,) have letters from Greece and the Midshipman of the United'States frigate a few minutes, like a blazing oven. The
was chosen.
vicinity, to the 5th October ;—They most ef Brandytoine, to Gem Lafayette on his leaving wind drove the flames directly towards the
The committee on finance were directed" in ap
town-, and the theatre and some other build
fectually
contradict nineteen out of twenty of that vessel in France
•
portioning the State tax, to consider the increase of
ings were several times on fire. The Auditor
valuation of taxable*property in Lebanon, corres the “ private letter accounts” which have been Gen. Lafayette :
and Treasurer’s offices were saved, after the
ponding with a diminution ofthatin Shapleigh, by recently published, and expose the insipidity
The undersigned Midshipmen of this ship,
means of alteration of the lines between said towns. of those tale reporters who substitute wishes
former had been cleared of its contents.

beg leave, with sentiments of the most filial
for facts.
veneration to approach you, to render our
SATURDAY-, JAN. 14.
The following are facts, sans* phrase.—
grateful acknowledgements for the affability
Petitions,;®f Daniel Harmon.
Turks
continued before Missolonghi the 5th of demeanor and the soothing paternal inter
Oi Nathan Elden, Jr. praying to be admitted to
October—The Greeks occupied the defiles in est you have invariably evinced towards us
practise as an A'tornev.
,
i
~
-----------------------------J
r ai iu
r'J V’HJVCU
Of the Saco Iron Works Company for altérations their rear.—IIbrahim
’ ’’
Pacha maintained hisl during our late association—
—aud,
and. as much as
m the«- charter
- --— - H. Quarters at Tripoliisa,,
j^ioforce- regret
Tripoliiza. waUi^
w.ai.tiixv,Tjinforcevour loss
regret for
for your
loss will
will allow
allow 1us to be .sin
Of
praying that todkns may be allowed to
ments;—He had again summoned tie Com cere, to congratulate you orryour safe return
ffig r ædsey f°r the pUrp0Se of makin& and rePærmandant of Napoli di Romania,: to evacuate to your native land; where, we trust,-in the bo
Gf Inhabitants of Hiram, for leave to-build a toll that place, on pain of suffering the consequen som of your family and amid the circle of your
br dge over Saco river,
ces of a capture of it by assault. It was add
land1
Sanborn of Limerick, for a title to his ed, as a report, that the Greek government, as friends, you will enjoy that tranquility, which
the retrospect of a wbll spent life, of a life so
Of Inhabitants oRthe town of Guilford, prayimr a measure of precaution, had taken prepara honorably useful, so variously heroic, and so
town^ m conseilaence °Date distressing fires in said tory measures for its removal to one of the redeeming to human .nature, may be supposed'
Islands.
to confer.
" '
Were severally read and committed!
Some of the Greek accounts say. that the
Encomium has been variously and happily
A committee was appointed’ to inquire' into the
expediency of prohibiting by law the^sale of spirit Seraskier had not abandoned the seige of Mis- applied and exhausted : so much so, that any
uous hqucirs oa days of election, within certain dis solonghi, but that his forces were much di attempt would prove mere repetition, and ap
tances otthe place where the elections are held,
minished, and his rear guards and foraging
Perniit us,
nn
C(Srts' The committee appointed parties, were continually annoyed by the pear trite ,and unseasonable.
however, to'say, that a career such as yours,
h!
House on the subject of the York
County Courts,-consists of Messrs. White of Mon- Greek sharp shooters»—Others, that the seige is an ample'refutation of the doctrine of mod
V Ralllfis of Nobleborough, Hutchins of Penob of the place was raised on the 7th Nov.
ern degeneracy.
Accordingdo Greek accounts, the Plague;
DearboamSW°rth °f Deniie>rsvilIe» and Morrill of
He alone of antiquity who could forget his
had entered into alliance with them, and private wrongs in the calamities of his coun
Resolve on Petition of Timothy Ferguson and
while it sorely afflicted Modon, Coron^ and
the Senate*5
passed in concurrence with Navarino, places occupied by the Turkish try, and from banishment hasten to the aid of
his oppressors, can.be compared to him of
troops,, it was not feit in any of the Greek modern times; who,:a foreigner by birth and
stations.
education, a stranger to the language, manners
of Henry Flagg and XmX’ineórand propensities’ of aft infant people, strug
ÄtoÄVÜPnetOrSOfa bur^S « iEGYPTIAN EXPEDITION.
gling in a cause apparently, desperate, and for
Official particulars of this long talked of an object by all save the inspired, deemed
enterprize have been received.—It sailed visionary—rallied to their standard—lavish
he subject revising the, law respecting Sheriffs from Alexandria on the 17th October under ing blood and treasure in its defence—pledgcommand of the Turkish Grand Admiral
-II ing life,-character, and fortune in the result.

There is no doubt the fire was accidental, fr
was but an hour or two before, that the ses
sions of the two Houses vrere broke up by a
fire in the Mansion House, which was extin
guished without much damage.
Ill-fated Frankfort! Twice has she witness
ed the burning of a Capitol, dow a large
church built at her cost; as was the last State
House in a great degree, is in ruins; and the
Legislature threatens to consummate herruin
by removing the seat of government!
For the remainder of the session, the House
of Representatives will sit in the Methodist
Church.
LITTLE FALLS, N. Y. DEC. 28.

AWFUL DISCOVERY.
Many of our readers will recollect the cir
cumstances of the supposed suicide of one
Mr. Donaldson, found hanging in the woods
near the village of Newport, less than two
years since. It is now reported in a credible
manner, that he was murdered by a mannan?
ed Fennel, (an innkeeper on the road from
Utica toTrOnton, about 5 or 6 miles from the
former place,) who-came to his death soon af
ter by cutting his own throat. Pennell, as
the story goes, was indebted to Donaldson for
the amount of a horse he had purchased;
they went together to Newport,, where they
purchased a quantity of cotton cloth : on the
roadjiome, Pennell killed Donaldson with a
club, tore strips from the cloth, and suspend
ed the body from the limb of a tree ;
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appearances as to induce a corqner-s
have eonearred in a rep&rt to be made on the elec ,tne deck, staving many timbers, and leaving a com*
t inquest to give the verdict of self-murder. It ~
K3EmJEBVWK,
tion of President and Vice President of the U. S. It píete mould of her bow in the bow of the clarion. Ed«
proposes a division of the States into Districts, in ward R. Davis was below in his birth, asleep, direct«
■is- now added, that the widow of Pennell has
SATURDAY, JANUARY 21, 1826.
which the people vote direct for President and Vice ly against the place where the vessel struck, and was
found among his papers and disclosed to the,
President
: the vote of each district to count as or. thrown birth, boards and all, to leeward. He howev
public, a letter privately written by her hus
electoral vote : the election to be held in August • er, immediately made his way to the deck, and in his
IMPORTANT FROM BRAZIL.
band, at several different times and contain
Congress to meet in October ensuing : if no election fright got on board the other vessel, as he was heard
ing a full statement of these heart chilling Extract of a letter received in thia town, from a respec by the people, then the two highest on the list to be calling on Captain Crowd to take him on board again»
table mercantile house, dated
again voted for by the people. No provision is The blow forced the Clarion round before the wind,
facts.
RIO JANEIRO, NOV. 23.
named in case of a tie on ths the second ballot. L by which means the vessels separated immediately, and
44 It was confidently stated about ten days the House of Representatives iri that case to elect for
a minute or two were nearly side by side of each
PHILADELPHIA, JAN. It.
Boston Patriot, i other ; but the other vessel having much more sail up
Last evening about six o’clock, two boys broke ago, that the Emperor would empower Sir
on her than the Clarion, was soon out of sight, being
the window of a watchmaker, and took out two gla Charles Stuart to treat with Buenos Ayres re
The Salem Register mentions that Mr. Ben unable to see but a short distance, owing to the ex
xier patent diamonds, and some watch ribbons, val specting the Banda Oriental, and settle their
ued at 820. They immeditely put the diamond into differences on such terms as might appear ad jamin Hodgkins, and his Brother, of Glouces treme darkness. Captain Crowell was in bis birth
operation, by cutting a pane of glass in a fancy store, visable to him ; and the Diamond frigate was ter were instrumental in saving the life of when the vessel was first discovered, but on hearing
the alarm, immediately hastened on deck, and just
arid took out a dozen silver pencil cases, and two
to have sailed this morning with him on that William Freeman, who had fallen overboard reached the head of the companion way, when she
dozen sportsmen’s knives, valued at $25.
from
sloop
Commerce,
of
Wells,
during
one
of
struck. His thoughts were too much engaged at the
On Monday evening three black women were mission. The Emperor, however, very sud
detected in stealing from a dry goods store ; two denly and unexpectedly determined not to ac the cold days, in Ipswich Bay, 4 miles from time of the disasters for the safety of himself and crew
were apprehended, but the third who had been re cept of his mediation, and on the 16th inst. land. This is the second person Mr. IL has and therefore had not presence of mind, during the
moment the ves se>s were side by side of each other
leased from the penitentiary only eight hours, espublished an address to his troops, which were rescued from drowning, under similar circum to inquire who the other vessel was All hands on
c^ped,
stances.
—
about embarking for River Plate, that leaves
board were immediately set to work at the pumps,
A vegetable wax grows luxurlantlv on the poor staving wine pipes forward, stopping the aperture
little hope of an amicable settlement of our
NEW YORK, JAN. 13.
est soil in Florida. It is said to be of the best quali with old clothing, wool, &c. by which means and
A story has been circulated for two or three days difficulties; and should Bolivar come down ty for the manufacture of candles. The red bay
past, that some person has predicted the destruc with considerable force to join the Buenos wood, or Florida mahogany equals in beauty the keeping her before the wind, she was kept above water
tion of this city by an earthquake, in the course of a Ayreans, which is spoken of as a thing be finest ihipcrtcG ; in color it is not so dark, but age for some time, at daylight, a brig was seen to .eeward ;
made a signal of distress»,and run down to he , and
shoft time—the precise day we do hot recollect.
wifc improv« it
was received on board about 1# A, M. Nothing was
We thought this too ridiculous and absurd to pro yond doubt, we may soon expect a seHous
saved but the ekulmthey ctood in sod a bag of dol
duce any effect even upon the weakest mind. But strife in that quarter, but can form no opinion
The Drawing of the Washington Canal Lottery
it would seem that we were mistaken. It is said as to what the result may be. Sir Charles took place on the 12th inst. at the City of Washing lars. Capt. Crowell states that the unknown vessel
was high out of water, apparently in barlast, and as near
that many individuals have been frightened almost was tp have sailed this morning for Bahia, per ton.
as he could judge from the little observation he had, aout of their wits, and are preparing to remove them
No.
19805
cam?
out
a
prize
of
20,000
dolls.
bout 300 tons burthen. The Clarion was a fine strong,
selves and their effects out of the reach of the ex haps not pleased with the emperor’s course.
pected mischief. It is perhaps impossible to invent
any thing of the marvellous, however stupid and im
probable, that will not gain credit with a certain
portion of the human race. It is much to be re
gretted that any person or persons can find amuse
ment in propagating such folly and falsehood, for the
mere purpose of alarming the fears of the weak,
the timid, and the superstitious. They ought to
' know that there is neither wit nor wisdom in such a
hoax—that they are producing much uneasiness among a class of people who are incapable of rea
soning on such a subject; and that their conduct
meets with the contempt of all sensible people.

Salem Reg.

Those Tickets ending with 805 are Prizes of $500
and upwards, and those ending with 309 are prizes
of $100.
Those ending with 630 are prizes of $55.
“
“
092
“
50.
°
u
87
“
20.
“
88
“
15.
“
“
03
“
10.
and those which end with 0—6—8, are prizes of $5.

FROM NEW ORLEAJVS.
By the Louisiana, at New-York, advices have
been received to the 21st ult. Private letters rep
resent commercial affairs as in a gloomy state. The
French house of Sabatier cc Grima had failed, and
it was reported that the latter had forged notes and
checks to the amount of g 150,000, and absconded
with the avails. It was said the U. S. Court had in
New Post Office—A Post Office has been es
some cases stopped the proceedings under the State tablished in Eliot, in this county. William Fogg,
laws in favour of insolvents
Esq. has been appointed Post Master.

We have received from a friend the report of the
Committee of Foreign Affairs on the resolution of
PORTLAND, JAN. 1 7.
fered by Mr. Everett, relative to claims of citizens
DISTRESSING FIRE.
on the Russian Government. From this report it
On, Sunday morning last, about 3 o’clock, appears that Eliphalet Lord and Samuel Bailey of
the inhabitants of Topsham village were a- Weymouth, were the principal owners of ship Com
merce, which sailed hence for Leghorn in IH07.
; rmed by the cry of fine. Jt proved to be discharged and proceeded to Mftufreedonia ; loaded
the large three story building belonging to (hence with wheat for Lisbon oji Leghorn ac
Mr. George F. Richardson and Mr. Daniel count, but put into Corfu in distress, was there cap
Dennet, and was consumed with most of its tured by a Russian gun boat and condemned without
a hearing ; representations were made to the Rus
valuable contents—loss estimated at $10,000. sian Government, but no indemnity had vet been
Mr. Richardson, the principal owner in the obtained.
"
It also appears from the report that the brigan
building, was from home, and his family were
driven out almost naked, with the loss of all tine Hector and her cargo, owned by I. Thorndike
of Boston, while pursuing a lawful commerce., was
their furniture and other valuable articles. captured
by the Russian frigate Venus, and con
In the lower part was a store of goods belong demned by the officers of the Russian fleet at Teneing to Perkips & Jackson; no part of which dos, and without a hearing of the captain of the
was saved. Two other families, Air. Conent Hector; that an unsuccessful appeal had been made
and Mr. Bryant, lost their all except two as m the first named case through the American
Lonsul, and by successive ministers to that Court.
beds. About $6,000 in notes and accounts, l *.
appears that no answer ha^ swrbeenr- feeteging to- t&eflnn of S. & N. Ff&fiis wbrl (cetved ¡.’-om the Russian ‘Court th these several ap
consumed. Maj. Nahum Perkins, the largest plications. The committee not deeming it advisa
looser, is a member of the House of Repre ble to recommend any legislative measures for ad
were discharged from the further consider
sentatives, and arrived home the evening pre option,
ation of ^.subject. «
RMon Pat.

Publick Documents.—We are indebted to the
politeness of Hon. Igh a bod Bartlett, Member
of Congress from New-Hampshire, for the Docu
ments accompanying the Message of the President.
Any person who may wish, can examine them by
calling at this office.

New Paper.—We have received the first No.
of the Le Roy Gazette, published at Le roy, Gennessee Co. N. Y. by J. O. Balch, formerly publish
er of the Eastern Star, at Machias, in this State.
The appearance of the paper is very respectable.

substantial vessel, about two years old*-About $33,000, we learn, was insured on the vessel and part of
her cargo, in this city; and half of her cargo, on ac
count of Mr. Woodhouse, of Mersala, is not known
whether insured or not.
Boston paper.

New Establishment
E. GOUX.D,
ESPECTFULLY informs his friends and the pub
lic, that he has on hand at his HAT MA NUFACTORY opposite the Old Brick Stand, a general
assortment of Men’s and Youth’s
of the
first quality, which he offers for sale at ihe lowest
prices for CASH, Country Produce or approved credit.
07*Cash and a liberal price given for all kinds of

R

Hatting and Shipping FURS, by
,
Jan. al,

*

‘

E. GOULD.

BUFFALO SKINS.

will be observed that we have omitted our "i
usual variety of Miscellaneous matter in this day’s
Gazette, in order to give publicity to the proceed
ings of the National and State Legislatures—-which
we conceive will be more acceptable to our readers.

BALE BUFFALO. SKINS of the first
quality, just received and for sale by
JOS. G. MOODY.

Maine Resisters for

’WanxnilaL

1826.

MARRIED—At Philadelphia, the Rev. Theoph
ilus
Rtmros
Miss
daWlv
W oi the Mt Hon. Csesar A. Rodney.
In Unterwalben, (Penn.) by the Rev. Dietrich
Schleffiwelder, Mr. Peter Schilderknect to Miss Chris
tiana Schlechtwahl—Groomsman, Mr. Charles Hoeflichgejer—Bridesmaid, Miss Dorothe Nennzehnoelzer.

Just received and for Sale at
JAMES K. REMlCH’S Bookstore.

Jan. 21.
IyDIciARY.-—We learn that the Judiciary
bill under discussion in the U. S. House of Represen
)US RELIEF J®d
tatives proposes to add three Judges to the present
number of Justices of the Supreme Court, with a
OS»Cwietf
DIED—Tn Dover, Mr. Samrd Davi$, aged 18, A Lt persons indebted to O- BURNHAM of six
view to establish three additional Western Circuits,
Em. months standing, are earnestly requested to
formerly
of Lee.
rrom what we can learn (remarks the Intelligen
make immediate payment.
JfKFORT, KEN. BE’,.
In Cornish, Capf. Samuel Cmrimings, aged 83—He
cer) there is a probability of its passing the House
Jan. 16, 1826.
CALAMITY,
or Representatives, perhaps, however, with the was a soldier in the Freoch war at Crown Point and
reduction of the additional number of Judges from participated in that of the American Revolution.
f Representah
three to two.
In New-Bedford, a child of Mr. Nathaniel Hatha
owning last, tfe
way, aged 17 months. His death was occasioned by
id by them was i
Simplified ; by A. FISKDuty on Spirits.—A memorial is preparing in getting a nutshell into his throat.
Argus j
HE above work is highly recommended.
A man by the name of William Patterson, stepped
as near the combo!
New Jersey to be presented to Congress, praying
ALSO,
that an additional duty may be laid on all imported into a grocery store in Rochester, N Y. on the 37th
>nds the roof was
FIRE AT PETERSBURG, Va.
A new supply of the TOWN OFFICER.
ult. to gets dram,^d soon after drinking h, je//dead
spirits,
and
a
proportionate
excise
on
all
domestic
o arrest it, wm,
Just received and for sale at
en the floor !
A letter from Petersburg, of the 5th inst. spirits.
ct-ly idle. MosM
J. K. REMlCH’S Bookstore.
states—44 A fire broke out last night in the
Jan. 21.
ind Lafayette’^
Achilles Murat, sou to the sister of Napoleon
SHIP NEWS.
rear of the lower end of Old-street on the riv
and the late King of Naples, now resides within
apid were the f
er, in a store house of Maybry and Duggin a few miles of the new capital of the Floridas, Tal
KE^EBU^K, J.W. 21.
■ of the building®
or Jabez Smith. The wind was very high, lahassee. He is spoken oi as a man of intelligence,
a blazing oven;.
and the adjacent buildings, filled with cotton enterprise and industry, accommodating himself to
No arrivals or clearances since our last,
HOSE persons who calculate on hauling wood in
> directly tow®
and other goods, were immediately in flames, the manners and habits of the people. He passes
MEMORANDA.
payment for papers, are requested to bring it
and some other iby
the
title
of
Colonel,
has
become
popular
in
his
The Leonidas, Ward, for N. Orleans, put back to
in four feet lenghts as none but cord wood lenghts will
so that they could not be emptied before they neighborhood and intends becoming a citizen of our
the Clyde Dec. ijih.
> on fire. iWt
be received, as it saves much dispute and trouble in re
fell in. The cotton was rolled into the river, country.
AtFalmoiith, Jam. about 33 days since, only the gard to the measure and quantity of each loadi were saved, afe - but continued to burn there, and most of it
Philadelphia, Emery of Saco, from N. Y. dis.
.
JAMES K. REMICH.
ared of its co?
was consumed. The wind drove the flakes
A lady is now living in Georgia, in the S2d year
Jan. ax.
Sailed from Liverpool, Nov. 30, brig Mexico, Fairfire was accifc
of fire at once to Mead’s (formerly Durell’s) of her age, who has one hundred and seventy-seven field, of this port for New Orleans ; Dec. 1, Herschel,
) before, that tb
tavern on Old-st. and at the same time to living descendants. She is very active, and rides Perkins, Havana.
on horseback three or four miles, with ease.
s were broke upJ
The George, of this port for New-Orleans, was
Bowden’s buildings at the foot of High-street,
HAVE FOR SALE,
discharged on 34th, to load in a few days.
use, which <1
a quarter of a mile distant. Most of the
The following are the resolutions adopted by a
At St. Thomas, Dec. 33, Rapid, Gould, of this
NE Bale of prime BUFFALO SKINS, Chead
damage. t ,
houses west and south of these, on both streets, Convention of both branches of the Legislature on port, for Guyama, next day.
WANTED, all kinds of SHIPPING FURst
Twice has she ®
for which a fair price will be given.
Sch..^heatoix Emery, from Saco, for New York,
for some distance, were destroyed—the inter Friday evening, 13th inst.
Jan. 21, 1826.
tailed from T. island zzd ult.
CapM ^ffSj
mediate ones Saved. They were chiefly
Whereas the determination of the present Chief
t, as was4eW
c . < -lings, and the loss is in buildings and fur Magistrate of this State “ to withdraw from the Ad
At Cayenne, Dec. io, Jubilee, Chase, Saco, ao.
e, is in ruins;
niture, The planters are «he heaviest suffer ministration of the Government at the close of the
Brig Florida, Perkins, sailed from Cowes, Nov 11,
present
year,
”
it
has
been
signified
to
the
Legisla

) consummate ®
ers in cotton, of which about 200 bales or
for New Orleans.
O be sold at Public Vendue on Saturday the
ture,
and
it
being
deemed
expedient
to
recom

’ government!
more were burned.”
mend for that station some person well known to
18th day oi February next, at nine of the clock A.
Ar.
at
New
York,
Jan.
10,
sch.
Moses,
Murch,
of
'the session, thej
Another letter states, that there were be the people of the State for integrity, impartiality
M. the following real estate; about six acres of Land
Saco,
12
days
from
St.
Johns,$E.
F.
;
lath
sch.
Globe,
sit in the W
tween twenty and thirty buildings destroyed, and experience in the science of Republican Gov Hill, Saco, 5.
situated in Lyman, in the village of Goodwin’s mills,,
including eight or ten warehouses. It also ernment, and of firm attachment to the Constitu
Ar. at Portland, Jan. 11, brig Gordon, Matanzas, so called, with all the buildings thereon ; consist
adds the distressing fact that a poor blind tion of the United States, and whose views are. in 14.—Left, 37th ult. Agnes, Harding, Bosten, 10 ; Mi ing of one dwelling House, Stable and Store, all new
co-incidence with the present Administration of the das, Patterson, of Saco, disg.
and well finished. Sale on the premises—Terms
man and a child were burnt to death and sev General Government.
FALLS. N. W‘
liberal, gnd a good warrantee deed given.
eral of the citizens injured.
> ’
5COVERY* f
Therefore Resolved, That entertaining full con
THOMAS DAY.
WRECK.
fidence in the character and qualifications of the
ALSO, all my stock in trade, consisting of W. I,
willrecollect®
Brig Clarion, Crowell, from Marsela, cargo of wine, Goods and Groceries, on the day above mentioned.
Air. King our Minister to London, was pre
posed suicide d
Hon. ENOCH LINCOLN,
steel, barilla^ &c. on her passage from Holmes’ Hole
All persons indebted to Thomas Day on Store
sented
to
His
Britanic
Majesty,
on
the
18th
langingin tM
and in his former attachment to the Constitution to Boston, was rundown by a large brig on Thursday account, are requested to make immediate payment
November, introduced by Air. Secretary Can and present Administration of the General Gov- morning, 5th instant, at half past 4 o’clock 8 leagues to Erastus Gould, agent for Thomas Day.
¡yport, less tlij
ernment—We recommended him to the people of N E. of Cape Cod. The Clarion was heading N. E.
ning.
THOMAS DAY.
reported in acft
this State to be supported for the office of Governor under a fore-top-mast staysail, reefed foresail aiid two
Lyman, Jan. 18, 1826.
Don.
J.
H
urtado
,
the
Columbian
Minister,
rdered bya^
at the next election.
reefed trysail; chat the unknown vessel was discover
was presented on the same day.
R>solved, That the President of the Senate ed by the mate of the C. during his watch on deck,
r on the ry
Air.
O
usley
,
bearer
of
despatches
from
the
and
S
peaker
of
the
House,
together
with
Messrs.
5orfiniiles^
who repeatedly hailed to put her helm to starboard ;
British Government to its Minister in Wash Scamman of York, Churchill of Cumberland, but blowing a gale, it is supposed they neither heard
>to his death's»'’
ington has arrived in New-York from Eng Southwick of Kennebec, Howard of Oxford, him nor saw the Clarion till she struck. The vessel
throat. Bn*
HE subscriber keeps excellent Ink for sale, and
Moore ,f Somerset, Butman of Penobscot, Deane was so near that for a moment the,jnate was undecid
land.
ot Hancock, and Mowry of Washington be a Com ed, which way to put the helm, not being able to de»
cannot afford to supply almost every boy and
bted toDonaW,
girl in the town school with this superior article gratis.
mitteeto inform Mr. Lincoln of his nomination termine whether she would pass ahead or astern ;
> he had P«^1'
J« 14.
J. LILLIE.
There are upwards of twenty thousand fir the office of Governor and request his consent but he concluded to put it hard down, and bring her
ewport, where1
thereto.
— ■ — -"
1 "
........................
—
■
barrels
of
flour
stored
in
the
ware
houses
at
upjn
the
wind,
thinking
thé
vessel
would
pass
ahead,
cotton cloth:«
and
the
order
of
which
was
hardly
given
before
she
Cincinnati, Ohio, waiting for the rise of the
THF BAPTIST MAGAZINE,
J Donaldson'11:
A correspondent to the Baltimore Patriot writes- struck the Clarion on the lai board bow, jiiSt abaft the
OR DEC* is received and ready for delivery tQ
river.
from Washington that the committee of the Su ate cat head, and drove her stem to the fourth plank on
; cloth, and
subscribers at J. K. Rf,mich’s Book Store*

vious to witness the burning of thousands of
his hard earned property. Mr. Jackson, his
partner in trade, is a young man just com
mencing business, and has lost his all and
more than all; he it was that gave the first
alarm by running from house to house bare
footed through the snow and water amid the
falling rain. It is hopedjjhat these worthy
sufferers will be thought of by a generous
public with those of the Brunswick sufferers.

Notice.

©ttftuar».

Murray’s Grammar

T

woodH

T

©AITJWL WHM & ©<©,

O

Sale at Auction.

T

INK.

T

limb of Iireß)

F

Pyroligneous Acid or

Barnabas

N otice.
HE Copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm of

AS removed from his late stand in Kelly’s build
ESSENCE OF SMOKE.
ing, to the old brick Store formerly occupied
OR
the
purpose
of
curing
hams
and
which
su

[selected for the gazette.]
by John U. Parsons & Co. and recently occupied by
percedes the common mode qf smoking, the Daniel Wise, Jr. & Co. and F. A. Lord, where he
effect of which is said to be superior to the usual
is by mutual consent dissolved ; all persons indebted
THE GIRL WHOM WE LOVE*
,mode. Hams are cured in this way in 2 or 3 weeks. keeps as usual a general assortment of
to said firm are requested to make payment to Johm
Vol. XVI
For
sale by
J. LILLIE.
HOW lovely is beauty, with virtue adorn’d
’
Frost, who is duly authorized to receive the same.
RECEIPT TO CURE PORK HAMS, &C.
Flow melodiously sweet is the note of the dove ;
The business in future will be conducted under the
His friends and the public are respectfully requested firm of
Yet far more delighting, and more to be prized,
For 200 pounds of hams—take, one pound of salt peIs the look with a smile of the girl whom we love. (tre, and three pounds of rock salt. Let these be made to continue their favors. He wishes to purchase and
fine and mixed with one quart of molasses. Rub this will pay a fair price for the following articles, viz.
When fortune is smiling and friends are caressing, over
■
100 Bushels Country CORN ;
the hams, and pack them close in a cask. After
at the New Store adjoining the Old Brick ; where
And Heaven bestowing each joy we approve,
100 Bushels FLAXSEED ;
about three weeks, put to them a pickle strong
will be found a good assortment of
Yet all is but vain, and pleasure is wanting,
100
Bu,sliels
White
BEANS
;
enough to bear up a hen’s egg, so that the end shall
If deprived of the smile, of the girl whom we love. (
Bushels
Mustard
SEED
;
CoNfivri* :NSappear above the surface about the size of a twelveBushels OATS ;
and
a-half cent piece. At this time, or at any con
How pleasing, how charming, is honor and glory,
<
course of th ' f.first
SOO© Lbs. PORK, in round Hogs, &c. &c.
time afterwards, pour in one quart of the PuHow proud is each one when the world does ap- venient
1
til after the ¡kph
:
prove,
1rified Pyroligneous Acid. In about two or three Jan 14*
¿iscontinuec
ufi»
weeks
the
hams
will
be
fit
for
use,
and
may
be
hung
Yet all is deluding, and? ends like a story,
’
Unless we are blest with the girl whom we love. up
1 to dry, or suffered to remain sometime longer in
the
cask.—Care must be taken however, not to suffer
1
vox
How charming the morn when the spring is return’d them
(
to remain too long, especially in warm weather,
When list’ning to the sweet voice from the grove, as
. they cannot be preserved through the summer in so
Yet far more enchanting, and more to be priz’d,
weak a brine. The quantity of Acid used, may be
which will be sold good bargains for Cash or country
Is a tender return from the girl whom we love.
varied to suit the taste of the consumer.
Keeps constantly on hand,
produce. WANTED,
DEMI, Foolscap, and Pot LEDGERS, of superior
How pleasing a walk, in a moon-shining evening,
FLAXSEED,
paper, axid ruled for double or single entry.
Vho
By the side of a brook in a- fine shady grove, ‘
BARLEY,
Wastes,
Invoices,
Journals,
Day
Books,
Yet all these enjoyments are scarce worth posses
•4*us
the following Shares in the KENNEBUN^K
Tc
pen
Quarto Account Books, Memorandums,
WHITE BEANS,
sing.
SOCIAL LIBRARY, are taxed for the years
Note Books, Writing Books.
the heroes of c
Unless we are blest with the girl whom we love. i?8j7, and 1825, as follows; and now remain un
CORN, &c.
Together with a general assortment of Stationary.
duty than
Kennebunk, Dec. 30, 1825.
The world may approve us and friends be caressing, paidJan. 14pate in J .e I
And pleasure may flow like the shower from
x & Supposed preswhich th yr*
above,
ctf. ent owners.
■sing the f film
Yet willingly still would we part with each blessing, Original Owners. •
Fora tender return from the girl whom we love. Phineas Cole,
25 12 x-2 37 1-2 Unknown.
dom, we <l?n s
_ __ V
.
S the year 1825 is about at a close, the Subscri&er
Samuel Emerson,
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 John Frost.
the blood-sta
requests all persons having any demands against
HE Copartnership heretofore existing between
Do.
»5 izr-2 37i J.K. Remich.
him to present the same for payment, and all persons heights oisCht
the
subscribers
under
the
firm
of
Thomas Folsom,
STANZAS—From the Italian.
»5 12 1-2 37 1-2 Unknown.
that are indebted to the Subscriber are requested to call
atoga anC1<01
r/
Peter Folsom,
35 12 1-2 37 1-2 Unknown. THOMAS WEMTW0RTH Sf Co. and settle according to previous agreement; those
LOVE, through a cloud of guards, one day,
our deeped h(
John
Grant.
Edward
1
Grant,
3
75
50 23
\
Gaily pressed to the bower ôt Beauty :
was dissolved on the 20th inst. by mutual consent.— persons that have neglected to settle month after
|t,’ ?‘
Do.
havefougi
35 12 1-3 37 i-a Unknown. All persons having unsettled accounts with said Firm, month, and year after year, after the time that they
Reason and prudence he charmed away,
Dimon Gillpatrick, 1
35 12 1-2 37 1-2 Unknown. are requested to call and settle.
Liberty f r y
And cast a veil o’er the eyes of Duty ;
agreed
to
pay,
I
hope
will
not
feel
angry,
or
cast
any
Do.
35 12 x-2 37 1-2 Sam’l Ross.
SAMUEL WENTWORTH,
Bat one potent rival still remain’d
reflections on any except themselves, if they find their
indelibly fogi
John Hovey,
35 12 1-2 37ISam’l Emerson.
More firm, more watchful, than all beside ;
ANDREW GOODWIN,
accounts or notes left with an Attorney for collection ;
shall be ii imo
Unknown.
3
1-2
Do.
12
x-2
37
35
And when Love had a glance from Beauty gained,
THOM AS WENTWORTH. which they will be, if not prevented by immediate
Unknown.
Nath
’
J
Jefferds,
i
1-2
25
12
x-2
37
shall
be t
She was quickly shock’d by the frown of Pride.
South Berwick, Dec. 21, 182'5.
settlement.
James Kimball, Jr. i
25 X2 1-2 37 1-2 P Walker.
Freedom nias
1
The business will be continued as usual by THOM
RALPH
CURTIS.
Tobias Lord, jr.
25 X2 1-2 37 12 Unknown. AS WENTWORTH, at the old stand
Love with a smile his arrows hurl’d,
tions exei fed
Dec.
24.
John'Lowe, jr.
25 Ï2 12 37 F 2 Unknown.
Pride, scowling, bade her to surrender 5
THOMAS WENTWORTH.
glesofouiilFa
N. B. The sub briber continues to give at his small
Benjamin Nason,
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 Dan’l Nason.
Love talk’d of a sweet and a sunny world,
and
old
establishment,
and
will
give
as
high
a
price
for
ence, but it|ow
37, 1-2 ,Joseph Curtis
George Perkins, 1
35 Ï3 1-2 v
And Pride of a world of state and splendor 5
good HEMLOCK BARK, as any tanners in the
we behob| th
25 iz 1-2 37 x-2 Heir of John
Do.
2
At length Love wove a rosy band,
neighboring towns, let the«* be big or little, large or
[Strothers.
And woo’d the maid to its flowery fold ;
power, euflca
small, old or new.
John U> Parsons, 4 1,00 jo 1,50 J’ U Parsons.
While Pride by hrs side, in stern command,
HAS JUST RECEIVED
oppression1, r
Joseph Porter,
I
Held a brilliant chain of burnish’d gold.
35 12 1-2 37 1-2 Unknown.
HE MAINE CIVIL OFFICER, or the Powers
joymentsi for
12
1-2
37
1-2
Abiel
Kelly,
Jos. M- Stickney,
25
and duties of Sheriffs, Coroners, Constables,
crossing t1 re I
Beauty in praise of Love’s roses spake,
Benj. Titcdmb, s
25 iz 1-2 37 L2 B. Titçomb.
and Collectors of Taxes; with an Appendix, con
But Pride waved his chain in the sun’s bright ray ; Joseph Thomas, i
37I2,Edm’d Pearson. taining the necessary forms and an abridgement of the
posing th i ms
25 22 1-3 _
ASH and the hIghest price, given for HEM
She bent her neck to the glittering yoke,
Do.
ï
25 12 1-2 37Ï Unknown
law relative to the Duties of Civil Officers.
and the t iza’
LOCK and OAK BARK, by
And Love spread his wings, and flew away.
98 Widow Mary F.
Geo. W. Wai-J 4
48 50
ALSO,
AARON GREENE.
sake
of a;a|in|
Now she wildly strove her chain to sever ;
WaHingfijrd.
lingford,
J
Kennebunk-Port, Dec. 1®, 1825.
tF
Laws of Maine, Maine Justice,
indepepdifoo
She call’d him back—she wept—she sigh’d
C W. Williams, 1
12I
37
-J
Widow
A
Frost.
35
Town Officer, Clerk’s Magazine.
Amongth(
But all in vain •*Love had fled forever,
And that agreeable to a vote of the Proprietors of
LIKEWISE,
And she pines in the tyrant grasp qf Pride I
republic c an
said Library, unless the said Taxes with the inter
An extensive assortment of SCHOOL BOOKS’and
sistance, Lr
vening charges thereon, are paid by the second Mon STATIONARY, all of which will be sold at low
ASH and the highest price given for HIDES
day in February next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon ; prices.
Volumes hs
an cre of corn
and SKINS by AARON GREEN, at his tansuch delinquent Shares will then be sold at Public
Dec. 23.
praise, pÎ AtH a poor
Vve wander'd
yard
in
Kennebunk-port,
or
at
JOHN
EMERY
’
S,
Vendue, at tfee dwelling house ^f' Mfttls^iel M.
expressif its <
It Kennebunk landing,
,
Away from thekight and the pleasures of home ;
Towle, innholder in said Kennebun’k, if» ©rdhfe to sat
Nov. 19, 1825.
’--iclei
I have always been prudent, and never have squander’d isfy the said Taxes and intervening charges.
and1 sinc<
And so I never have been driven to roam.
but little tee
DANIEL SEWALLi
>
For thirty long summers my shoulders have bended
BARNABAS P *• LMER, > Oonimitt^.
200 Bushels CORN ;
suffering
In tilling the farm where my father was born ;
TIMOTHY FROST. J
came to L100 Do. RYE;
I live under his roof, and this season have tended
Kennebunk, Jan. 1,1826.
HE subscriber wishes to purchase a quantity of
General n tl
With the plough that he left me, an acre ôf corn.
1OO Do. OATS •
PORK, consisting of Hogs weighing from two
voted his sei
WHITE
BEANS
100
Do.
Though others may go to the Southward and peddle
and a half to four hundred weight each ; for which I mean 11e
And bring home of guineas and dollars good store,
By F. A. LORD.
cash and a fair price will be paid at the PROVISION
Kalb. r
I ne’er have desir’d with their crankums to meddle,
Dec. 23.
STORE, Kennebunk.
But to hoe in my garden that lies at my door,
man by ■irti
TIMOTHY WOLCOTT»
ANTED by the Saco Iron Works Company,
When the sun is first rising I always am hoeing
Dec., 28, 1825.
France, . .nd
good /TIMBER and PLANK of common
The mould when ’tis wet with the dews of the
lengths, of the following kinds viz.
repu tati< ii;
i
morn ;
WHITE OAK Timber from one to thre® feet
Stimulât
? dl
And when he is higher you will find me a mowing,
diameter.
ardor, 1
Or driving the plough in my acre of corn.
GREY and BLACK do. of large sise.
shores, .nt
ROCK and WHITE MAPLE, do.
TOT AS removed to the store lately occupied by DanThere are some who are crossing by sea to the island
JLJl iel Wxse, Jr. & Co.—And offers for sale a
BEECH, BIRCH, and WHITE ASH, do>
He was ? 'PI
They call Santa Cruz, with their horses and hay ;
PITCH and YELLOtV PINE, do. large size general assortment of
Major G foe
HEATON
’
S
noted
ITCH
OINTMENT,
For my part, I’d rather be safe here on dry land,
and thin sap.
the maimr!
which has stood the test against all other oint
And hoe in my garden or work by the day ;
WHITE PINE, do. of the following dimensions :
ment, the price of which has been reduced from 50 to head oft iei
I am out to the field with the sun, and am mowing
46 feet long, to square 12 by 16—11 by 15.
3 cents.
’Till called up at noon by the born,
©f all descriptions.
He w vs}
10 by 14, and 9 bv 13> inches.
Or else » am twirling my hoe and am throwing
Dec. 23
ALSO,
Seasoned WHITE ASH PLANK, 5inches thick.
al
continen
The mould round the roots in my acre of corm
ALSO, BEECH, BIRCH, and MAPLE JOISTS;
Dr. DarenporPs Billions Pills.
ceed agi ns
AT a meeting of the Merchants and others, concerned
for which Cash will be paid.
For the time these Pills have been offered to the pub
This corn is the sort that is tufted and bowing,
whilst tl L
ROBERT
ROGERS,
Agent.
in the purchase and shipping of Lumber from this lic, the sale of them has exceeded the most sanguine
And when we have thresh’d it, ’tis made into
South C to
Saco, Dec. 31, 1825.
33
District,
held
at
Kennebunk-Port
on
the
26th
day
expectations of the proprietor which may be fairly
brooms ;
■cl1
•
their ma r
of December, A D- 18^5, the folio’wing state considered an acknowledgement of their many vir
’Tis the best of all besoms, as far as I am knowing,
my that )e
ment and resolve were adopted, and the subscri tues.
To sweep out the dirt and the dust from our rooms r
commar
They always have rais’d it since I can remember,
They are very justly esteemed for their mild and
bers appointed to cause the same to be made public.
safe operation as a cathartic in all cases where one is
And my father once told me, before I was born
Gates, v!
WHEREAS the principal part of the boards, which
necessary—they are a safe, and sovereign remedy i»
He made brooms for his trade, and I guess by De
laurels, ia
ANTED immediately by the subscriber m pay
have been shipped from this place for several all billious fevers, pains in the head, stomach and bow
cember
ment for papers, a barrow PIG, weighing years past, have been unusually thin, especially at one
world b fci
I shall make up a load from my acre of corn.
from forty to sixty pounds, of a thrifty growing breed.
end, and many of them wany, thereby reducing the els, indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, worms,
his anta pi
and billious cholic—they are likewise an antidote aJAMES K*REMICH.
value here of this important article of export, render gainst infectious diseases, removing obstructions of ev
the
com se
Kennebunk, Dec. 30, 182/.
ing it unfit for common use in foreign markets, for
HERBAS ABIGAIL, my wife, has left my bed
ery kind by dissolving and discharging the morbid
to marc
which
it
is
principally
shipped,
and
where
the
quality
and board, without any provocation on my
matter, helping digestion, restoring a Jost appetite—a
might 0 j ,a
s so well known and understood, th At when a cargo sure relief for costive habits. They are so accommo
part, J do forbid all persons trusting or harboring her
army,
arrives m the West Indies, an is reported from this dated to all seasbns and hoixrs, that they may be taken
on my account, as I am determined to pay no charges
Remaining in the Post Office at ifennfbunh, place, an ofc is with difficulty obtained, especially
of her contracting after this date.
promise 1
in summer or winter, at any time of the day, without
if thicker lumber is in market at the same time ; and regard to diet or hindrance of business Their oper
JOHN SEAVEYo
January 1; ¡826'«
shaking Jhi
if the master have a proposition to purchase, it is gen ation is so gentle and effectual, that by experience
A?B. C.
Hollis, Jan. 6,1826.
? *
must à ish
erally
at
a
reduced
price
from
half
to
the
whole
of
the
ALLY ADAMS, Silas Abbot, Mary Jane A^er,
they are found to excef any other physic heretofore
for a n ;a
first
cost,
below
lumber
of
fair
thickness
;
and
not
Kennebunk-Port — Thomas Boston, Capt. Elijah
offered to the public.
unfrequently after a sale is made, and the lumber
.pine
bd T(
Bettis, James Bird, Susan Blasdel, Sarah Bickford—
The genuine are covered with a check plate, with
obtaine I
Bracy Curtis, Jun. Charles Coulliard, Ivory Chadborn, landed, it is thrown upon the masters hands, and a the design of the Good Samaritan, and the agents
further reduction of price is unavoidably made, arising name thereon.
Olive Cousens.
sufferin rçs
JT OST, a note against Abiel Kelly and Alexander
from the quality of the lumber, when open to inspec
D.
E.
F.
ALSO,
Large in
Warren, payable to Samuel Gooch, or order,
tion
—
-and
whereas
by
making
the
quality
of
the
lum

Joshua Dennett, G, Doussard Esq. Capt. Brig Jane,
Wheatords
Jaundice
Bitters^
expirct ;m
apd lost by me ; said note was dated about Nov. 8,
ber
better,
these
embarrassments
and
Josses
may
be
1821, and the amount about eighty eight dollars and U. S. North America—Hannah Emery.
on by
avoided, and the interests of the manufacturer of lum Davenports Celebrated Eye Water?
G.
H;LJ.
thirteen cents, with endorsements on the back thereof,
ber for this market, and the shipper of the same will
¿iuch > |n
John
Hilton
g,
Sally
Hanscom,
Kennebunk-Port,
A fresh supply of the above is kept in Kennebunk
the last of which was five dollars, dated May 7th,
Joshua Hutchings, William Hacket, Eliza Hatch, be mutually promoted by a ready sale and a fair price by J. LILLIE—in Wells by N. Morrill—in Dover
caused
1825.
both
at
home
and
abroad
—
Therefore,
Resolved,
that
foretold t
by Wheeler & Tufts—-by the Druggist in Portland
Should any one find said Note, they shall be satis Charles Huff-Mr. Jefferey, William Jefferds.
from
and
after
the
first
day
of
February
next,
we
will
K L. M.
nd Boston, and by some persons in the principle
factorily rewarded by returningut to me. And I here
! . fidentiii
not
purchase,
as
merchantable,
any
pine
boards,
which
Lucinda Littlefield, Master of York Lodge, Mrs.
wns from Maine to Georgia,.
by forbid all persons from purchasing said Note, as the
from 1 h<
-------- Littlefield, John Lillie—James Mitchell, Jos. shall not be square edged, and not less than seven o Oct. 1,1825.
payment has been stopped.
eòwiy
Here \Ls
G. Moody, Joanna Mayo, George Maddocks, D. KJ. eights of an inch in thickness from end to end, when
THOMAS LOW.
green, and three fourths of an inch when dry—nor
M.
H.
Markoe,
Eben
’
r.
Mitchel,
Hugh
McCulloch,
2.
tack ar ei
-Kennebunk, Dec. 3.0, 1825.
any joist unless both ends are of a size and souare
N. O. P.
dition, st
edged.
ELIPHALET
PERKINS,
Robert Patten 2, Jacob Perkins, Daniel Patten.
arrival
SIMON
NOWELL,
R. S. T, U.
hugh McCulloch.
régula
James Ross, Narcissa Robinson, Joseph Ross, Jere
ipEPPER S AUCE of the first quality, in large
SMITH & PORTER,
fasting
miah Storer, Phineas Stevens—Joseph Thompson,
bottles,
just
received
from
Berbice.
PRIME BUFFALO' ROBES.
GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
Mary Tripp, Eliza *Taylor,, Samuel Tarr 2»
and fic c
Baker
’
s
No.
1
CHOCOLATE
—
warranted.
JUST RECEIVED AND FOR SALE BV
Dec. 26, 1825.
V.W.Y. Z.
us—01
Sperm
OIL,
expressed
from
head
matter
that
.
bosweiz»,
Capt. John White, brig Cadmus.
contac
will
not
congeal
in
the
coldest
weather.
Jan* 7«
4 wis.
N. B. The Post Office is removed to the old brick
those t ii
Stand, formerly occupied by Messrs. John U. Parsons
Constantly on hand, for sale at
that w 1
&
Co.
and
recently
occupied
by
D.
Wise,
Jr.
&
Co.
A good assortment of Justice Blanks and F. A. Lord.
all for sale cheap by
X LILLIE
J. IC. RÈMICITS Bookstore.
for Sale at this Office.
BARNABAS PALMER, P< AL
Dec.. 10.
Dec. 17.

T

H

F

Daniel Wise, Jr. & Co.

W. I. Goods df Groceries.

Daniel Wise

Co.

European, India, W. I,
and Domestic

Crockery and Glass Ware.
Hollow Ware, ^c.

JAMES K. WEMICH,

Notice is hereby Give®,
THAT

Notice.

Notice.

A

T

IL. Remich,

Bark Wanted.

T

C

Hides and Skins Wanted.

A

.

C

Wanted

Pork Wanted.

T

Timber Wanted.

W

REMOVAL.

Wheaton’s Itch Ointment.
37 1-2.

' GOODS,

W

Pig Wanted.

W

List of Letters.

Note Dost.

S

SUNDRIES.

1 ■KAtE

awiouo &

Warren’s Blacking,

Paints and Medicine,

